Policies

The Graduate Program in the Department of Medicinal Chemistry and Molecular Pharmacology is governed by policies set at several levels - the University, the College, and the Department. The relevant documents are listed here.

- **Purdue Graduate School:**
  - [Graduate Student Employment Manual](https://www.mcmp.purdue.edu)
  - [Graduate School Fellowship Manual](https://www.mcmp.purdue.edu)
- **College of Pharmacy:**
  - [Policies and Regulations Manual for Graduate Students and Postdoctoral Staff](https://www.mcmp.purdue.edu)
- **Department of Medicinal Chemistry and Molecular Pharmacology:**
  - [Ph.D. Graduate Program Policies and Procedures](https://www.mcmp.purdue.edu) for students admitted Fall 2014 and later
  - [Ph.D. Graduate Program Policies and Procedures](https://www.mcmp.purdue.edu) for students admitted Fall 2013 and earlier
  - For M.S. Graduate Program Policies and Procedures, contact [Barb Mullenberg](https://www.mcmp.purdue.edu)